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The latest (2016) edition of UNCTAD’s Review of Maritime Transport was published last week.
It provides invaluable information on global seaborne trade, the world fleet of ships (structure,
ownership and registration), freight rates, ports, and legal and regulatory issues (item 1).
Prominent uncertainties surrounding future growth of seaborne trade are emphasised in the
UNCTAD report. What impact will the so-called fourth industrial revolution, and the sharing and
circular economy concepts have? The authors admit that the possible ramifications of these
trends are unknown.
Another downside risk for international trade has been added. US president-elect Donald
Trump expressed views during the campaign which imply unfavourable consequences (item 6),
but it is unclear at present whether or how these will be translated into action.
Shipping is an industry characterised by the existence of numerous family companies, some of
which are very large. In the UK, however, many have ceased trading. Among those surviving,
lessons can be drawn from their endurance strategies (item 7).
A breakdown of the world fleet by country of ownership (item 2) highlights the continuing
remarkable dominance of Greece as by far the largest. Japan and China are still the number two
and three players, respectively. The top five countries, including Germany and Singapore, control
half of the entire global merchant ship fleet.

Richard Scott MA MCIT FICS
editor (email: bulkshipan@aol.com)
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(1) Hellenic Shipping News, 8 November 2016/ UNCTAD

UNCTAD: Seaborne shipping grows at slowest pace
since 2009, future remains uncertain
Seaborne shipments passed 10 billion tons for the first time ever in 2015, up 2.1 per cent from 9.8 billion
tons the year before, the UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2016 says, noting that this is the slowest
pace of growth in the industry since 2009 and that future growth looks uncertain.
Shipping carried more than 80 per cent of the world’s goods by volume in 2015, and its slow growth
reflects sluggish global trade, albeit with variations in the different sectors.
Shipping of oil recorded its best performance since 2008, thanks to low oil prices, ample supply and
stable demand. But shipping’s overall growth was dragged down by the limited growth of dry bulk
commodity trade, in particular coal and iron ore, and by the poor performance of container shipping,
which carries about 95 per cent of the world’s manufactured goods.
Despite this slow growth, the industry’s carrying capacity continued to grow, jumping 3.5 per cent to 1.8
billion deadweight tons in 2015 and pushing freight rates down to record lows. In September 2016, the
container market suffered its worst ever bankruptcy with the loss of Hanjin Shipping, the sector’s seventh
biggest carrier.
‘With global trade growing at its slowest pace since the financial crisis, the immediate outlook for the
shipping industry remains uncertain and subject to downside risks,’ UNCTAD Secretary-General Mukhisa
Kituyi said, ahead of the report’s launch on 7 November.
‘The push for ever larger ships is at the root of the industry’s problems,’ he added. ‘There’s just not
enough cargo right now to fill the newly acquired, bigger vessels.’
Falling demand from China, low commodity prices, over supply of ships and geopolitical uncertainties in
some oil and gas producing countries all add to the current downside risks affecting shipping.
Shipping companies have sought to reduce their operating costs by building and buying ever larger ships.
But this may prove costly for developing countries, where transport costs are already higher than in other
regions. With larger ships, total system costs go up, and smaller trading nations are increasingly
confronted with oligopolistic liner markets.
Developing countries account for ever larger shares of international shipping. By volume, they accounted
for 60 per cent of the goods loaded onto ships in 2015. In the same year, their share of goods unloaded
was 62 per cent, up from 41 per cent in 2006.
With the exception of a few Asian countries such as China, most developing country ports lack the
infrastructure for bigger ships. So unless they spend heavily on upgrading their ports, developing
countries face fewer port calls, less competitive markets and higher shipping costs.
But thanks to population growth, and the potential maritime trade and business opportunities that may be
generated by new transport infrastructure projects such as the extension of the Panama Canal and Suez
Canal, the long-term prospects for shipping remain positive, the report says. It urges developing countries
to identify possible comparative advantages in sectors such as shipbuilding, registration and staffing, and
to benefit from them.
‘With all the bad news in the media about the state of the shipping industry, we forget that seaborne trade
continues to grow, offering job and growth opportunities for developing countries,’ says Shamika N.
Sirimanne, Director of the UNCTAD Division on Technology and Logistics.
Developing countries can also cut their costs by keeping their ports competitive.
‘Many industries and businesses in developing countries could be much more competitive if their ports
were more efficient,’ Ms. Sirimanne says, adding that delays in African ports add roughly 10 per cent to
the cost of imported goods and even more to exports.
The UNCTAD port training programme currently works with some 200 ports in 29 countries in Africa, Asia
and Latin America, helping them to improve performance through management training, research projects
and keeping up to date with the latest port legislation.
Shipping accounts for almost 3 per cent of greenhouse gas emissions today, but as the industry grows its
emissions could jump by 50-250 per cent by 2050. Despite this, it remains one of the few sectors not
regulated under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. But with the Paris
Agreement on climate change coming into force on 4 November, and this month’s twenty-second
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Conference of the Party – COP 22 – meeting, shipping will be increasingly in the spotlight.
Source: UNCTAD
+++++++++++++++

(2) UNCTAD Review of Maritime Transport 2016, 7 November 2016

World fleet by country of ownership, at 1 January 2016

+++++++++++++++
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(3) Hellenic Shipping News, 9 November 2016/ Drewry

Vessel oversupply dampens chemical tanker market
outlook
Softening seaborne trade and rising fleet growth are expected to depress chemical shipping freight rates
over the next few years, according to the latest edition of the Chemical Forecaster, published by global
shipping consultancy Drewry.
Spot rates collapsed in the third quarter as some charterers who usually fix their cargoes on contract took
advantage of low spot rates. This situation also weighed on time charter rates and asset values,
especially for the larger chemical tankers.

In particular, freight rates on major long-haul routes came under severe pressure in the third quarter due
to a fall in demand for China origin cargo, unexpected plant shutdowns in the Middle East and fierce
competition between operators. Regional markets also weakened due to increasing domestic supply and
unexpected plant shutdowns.
China’s imports of certain products have reduced this year, not only because of the fall in downstream
demand but also due to the surge in domestic production. With new projects due to start operating in the
next two to four years, demand for imports of some chemical products will decline further. In the long
term, this will put downward pressure on freight rates to the Far East. But it is good news for China’s
domestic chemical tanker market as it will increase demand for domestic shipping.
The sharp decline in spot rates and bunker prices this year has affected contractual shipping movements
and resulted in early contract of affreightment (COA) renewals. However, renewal rates vary.
“While freight rates on some routes are forecast to reduce substantially, other routes may see roll-overs
or minor increases. Shipowners’ earnings will remain depressed for the next two years, especially those
covered mainly by COAs,” commented Hu Qing, Drewry’s lead analyst for chemical shipping.
“We expect time charter rates in the smaller size categories to remain stable in the next two years, but
rates for the larger sizes, especially MRs, are expected to decline steeply because of surplus supply and
intense competition,” added Qing.
Source: Drewry

+++++++++++++++
(4) Clarksons Research, 4 November 2016

On Investigation, Take Time To Look For ‘Leads’
As in many sectors of economic activity, provision of just the right amount of capacity is a tricky business,
and the shipbuilding industry is no exception. As a result, in stronger markets the ‘lead time’ between
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access fresh tonnage more promptly, unless demand shifts significantly or yards can price to attract
further capacity take-up quickly, they might just herald an oncoming slowdown in supply growth. At least
that might be one positive ‘lead’ from this investigation. Have a nice day.
Source: Clarksons
+++++++++++++++

(5) Hellenic Shipping News, 10 November 2016/ Drewry

Dry bulk shipping to recover on muted vessel supply
Moderating vessel supply growth over the next few years together with a mild improvement in the outlook
for seaborne trade will enable a reduction on chronic overcapacity and so mark a recovery in the dry bulk
shipping market, according to the latest edition of the Dry Bulk Forecaster, published by global shipping
consultancy Drewry.
Drewry forecasts that Capesize one-year time charter rates will double over the next five years from the
lows of 2016 (see chart below). The reasons for a sharp contraction in the supply and demand gap are
improving demand outlook coupled with a slowdown in vessel supply due to high scrapping and
continued low deliveries along with scarce new-orders.

The impending additional cost of installing Ballast Water Treatment Systems (BWTS) will force owners to
keep sending younger tonnages to scrapyards. Owners have hardly been able to cover their operating
costs and the additional cost will mean increasing losses.
The continued scarcity of private equity has controlled new orders this year and investors are expected to
keep shying away from the dry bulk market, thinning the orderbook even further over the next two years.
This will ensure that deliveries remain low which in turn will limit supply growth.
By contrast, demand for dry bulk shipping is expected to grow strongly, as Brazil’s increasing share of
Chinese iron ore imports drives higher tonne mile demand. Even if the Chinese iron ore trade does not
rise as anticipated, a shift of sourcing towards Brazil will mean that the demand for ships will increase
many fold.
Asian countries, including Vietnam, Korea and Taiwan are expected to ramp up coal imports as they open
more coal-powered generating plants to support their growing demand for energy. Drewry is expecting
coal demand to keep increasing over the next five years.
“Dry bulk shipping has bottomed out and a market recovery is underway, albeit a slow one. Rising
demand for ships to cater for increasing raw material consumption, together with the effect of shifting
trade routes will help increase tonne miles. With investment remaining out of reach from dry bulk owners,
even a modest growth in demand will help support market recovery. Meanwhile, the increasing cost of
running an old ship will mean more vessels go to scrapyards, tightening supply over the next five years,”
commented Rahul Sharan, Drewry’s lead analyst for dry bulk shipping.
Source: Drewry
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(6) The Economist, 9 November 2016

The global economy
•

The economic consequences of Donald Trump
FROM late January, Donald Trump will have all the authority of the American executive, and the support
of a unified Republican Congress, behind him. He will, therefore, be in a position to deliver profound and
lasting change. The near-term economic effect of a Trump presidency is perhaps not of foremost concern
to vulnerable racial and religious minorities in America, or to nervous NATO allies in eastern Europe. But
the economic consequences of Mr Trump's presidency could be enormous, and costly.
In the short run, the market reaction will receive most attention. Mr Trump will not be president until early
in 2017, and so it falls to markets to anticipate, and price in, expected policy changes. Stock markets are
set to open down today, and the election could presage a longer slump if investors feel that the
uncertainty generated by Mr Trump's victory will harm growth and corporate profits. But volatility, rather
than a bear market, might be the more probable outcome, given the lack of clarity as to what Mr Trump
will prioritise in office. Bond prices will probably wobble a lot as markets seek insurance against risk.
Normally, American bonds are the world's great safe haven. Treasury prices look set to fall this morning,
however. Traders might be second-guessing the safety provided by American government debt; the
trouble for investors is that if treasuries are not safe, nothing is.
Market gyrations could be enough to do damage to the American (and global) economy, but that
particular risk might be overstated. Market swings in the wake of Brexit were not as immediately
damaging as many observers feared. What's more, there will be offsetting factors. At the moment,
markets still expect the Federal Reserve to hike interest rates in December. That could quickly change if
markets look unsteady, however. Central banks elsewhere in the world will also be on their guard, ready
to provide more accommodation if needed.
In addition, Mr Trump's policy platform could be stimulative in the medium run. Though his economic
plans have never been especially detailed, a few things are clear. First, Mr Trump would cut taxes
dramatically. His tax cuts would mostly benefit the rich, which would limit the boost to demand somewhat,
but a large increase in the government deficit could not help but give a jolt to the economy. At the same
time, Mr Trump seems likely to increase spending on defence and on infrastructure (and, possibly, on a
wall, which would seemingly count as both). If Mr Trump moves forward with plans to detain and deport
large numbers of people, that would also add to government spending. Under Barack Obama, both
government spending and borrowing have fallen—despite an $800bn stimulus—as a share of GDP;
under Republican government those trends seem sure to reverse. Of course, the Fed's reaction to
government policy will determine the extent to which that fiscal boost translates into faster economic
growth.
The Fed's role in the economy could itself be under threat. Mr Trump has expressed criticism of the
monetary-policy choices of Janet Yellen. If she stays on the job her term will nonetheless be up in 2018,
while Mr Trump is president. Before then, he will have the opportunity to fill seats on the Board of
Governors. In the short run, no other policy choice is nearly as consequential as these appointments.
Were Mr Trump to push the Fed in a significantly more hawkish direction, a near-term recession would be
a certainty. It is not impossible that Mr Trump would prefer a less independent Fed committed to getting
him re-elected, however, in which case policy could actually become more dovish leading, maybe, to
faster growth in output and a rise in inflation.
Other policy changes would have more impact on the distribution of economic gains. If, as seems likely,
Republicans repeal Obamacare, millions of Americans will lose their health insurance. That will have
serious human consequence unless the government steps in with an alternative plan. (The only realistic
alternative which does not lead to large numbers of people going uninsured is an extension of
government-provided coverage—not something Republicans have traditionally favoured, though one
hardly knows what to expect under a Trump presidency.) Undocumented immigrants and their family
members will be in a far more vulnerable position under Mr Trump than they have been during Mr
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Obama's tenure. That will reduce their ability to move, change jobs, make large investments, and ask
employers for higher pay or better treatment.
If Mr Trump manages to keep America out of an immediate economic crisis, the long-run effects of his
presidency will prove most profound. The status of many international institutions is now in question. It is
difficult to imagine new trade deals being completed, and old ones might be reopened or scrapped. Mr
Trump has some leeway to unilaterally impose temporary trade restrictions, but such moves would entitle
other countries to respond with punitive restrictions of their own. The outlook for global trade growth,
already quite bearish relative to the hyperglobalisation of the 2000s, has darkened considerably. Other
important policy changes are difficult to anticipate. One suspects that Mr Trump will not be especially
interested in international co-operation to limit tax avoidance or restrain the power of global banks. It is
possible that a Trump administration would pull support from the IMF and the World Bank, removing
some of the shock absorbers in the international system. Mr Trump has promised to reduce regulation,
but it is hard to know how he will manage important economic trends, like consolidation in American
industry. It is easy to see him as a corporatist, willing to give lots of room for manoeuvre to powerful firms.
That could be good for profits, while also encouraging economic nationalism around the world,
undermining the long-run growth potential of the American economy, and reducing the bargaining power
of workers.
Some industries, like fossil-fuel companies, which had found themselves needing to tread lightly under Mr
Obama, could enjoy much more freedom under Mr Trump. That might be good for energy producers in
the short run, and perhaps for consumers as well. On the other hand, the progress the world's
governments have made in recent years moving toward a commitment to reduce global emissions is now
in grave danger. America has handed control over the world's largest economy to a party that does not
believe in global warming, at a crucial moment in the battle to keep temperature increases within a
manageable range. The long-run effects of this choice could be disastrous.
Then there are the great unknowns. Mr Trump controls the world's most powerful military. It is hard to
know how he will use it, or the diplomatic machinery of the American government. Any move toward
greater conflict in the Middle East or Asia could have serious economic consequences: from soaring oil
prices to market panic to interruptions in global trade. The economic and human costs of war are
impossible to anticipate but frightening to consider.
Yet even if Mr Trump does not land America and the world in a serious new conflict or a global
depression, his effect on the trajectory of global growth and development could be substantial and
terrible. Mr Trump may kick into reverse a process of globalisation which had already stalled. That will not
restore to workers a golden age of prosperity and security. Instead, it will increase the extent to which the
global economy feels like a zero-sum competition, increasing the risk of political conflict. It will also
destroy a developmental ladder which had already been looking quite rickety. Developing economies will
find themselves less able to use trade to boost their growth potential and less able to send migrants to
richer countries. At the same time, the international cooperation that occasionally provided some cushion
against financial or economic hardship in the developing world could break down. And climate change will
worsen. The picture of Trump world is far darker for those outside the rich world than within it. Yet within,
it is dark enough.
+++++++++++++++

(7) Lloyd’s List, 10 November 2016

The generation game
How family companies endure in the maritime industry, where others come and go
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YEARS ago somebody wrote that the shipping industry was like a room with two doors. There was always
great activity within the room, but while people (shipping companies) were entering by one door, out of
the other, shipping companies were disappearing, forever. It is the same, to this day.
It should be perfectly obvious that both the rate of entrance and exit are variable, dependent upon
economic circumstances, demand for the services of ships, alternative investment opportunities and even
fashion. In the 1850s, for instance, railways were the cat’s pyjamas for the busy investor, while 150 years
later their successors were going berserk over dotcoms, which, we can report with the perfect wisdom of
hindsight, produced much the same immediate consequences.
It was in 1866 the 20-year-old James Denholm opened his own office in Cathcart Street, Greenock. Just
three years later he was an established agent and shipbroker, and joined by his younger brother John,
together forming J&J Denholm. Some 150 years after James had entered that shipping industry room, the
company he started is this year celebrating this notable anniversary.
Recently there was a very splendid celebratory party in London’s Fishmongers’ Hall, presided over by
John S Denholm with a guest list spread across an extraordinary number of different sectors. This of
course illustrates the considerable diversification of this company, which has become something of a
service provider to many, under the “Diamond D” of the J&J Denholm house-flag, while retaining its roots
in shipping.
It is interesting to reflect on the way in which this Scottish tramp owner, manager and agent has survived
over such a period, not least during a time when British merchant shipping seemed to lose the will to live
and implode. Just think back to that awful period of the 1980s and 1990s, with the era of brown
envelopes, flagging out and the diaspora of so much talent throughout the maritime world.
Why did so many fine British operators exit through that door, when there were Norwegians and Danes
and Dutch and Germans and Japanese companies that managed to soldier on and even to prosper?
Were we too complacent, too willing to give up when it became too hard? Were shipowners ill-equipped
for the changes that were being forced on the industry? What was it about Denholms, I might have
wondered at that celebratory party, (except that I was enjoying myself so much), that had kept them going
when there was chaos and carnage around them?
It might have been the fact that over the successive generations of this family firm, they have been
annealed in the fire by periods of considerable adversity. The briefest study of the freight market and its
volatility shows that troughs seem more lasting than the peaks and that is even before we get onto the
intervention of world wars. If you trace the company’s history, there have been quite extensive periods
when it has had more ships laid up than in operation. At the end of the Second World War, with only two
ships of its fleet remaining, the company’s history reveals that Jack and William Denholm thought very
hard about the choice between selling out and replacing the lost tonnage. But it is probably fair to note
that Denholms has never been a short-term player and maybe there is a clue there to its longevity.
What else might be the keys to a long life in this dangerous industry? A tight management structure with a
sensible overlap between generations, of people brought up in the business, who can make decisions
without querulous questioning by City analysts deploring every investment and seeking to establish
“trends” with every passing quarter.
It has helped that they have employed professional people who understand shipping and ship husbandry
and the “service” element of this industry of derived demand. The other evening, John Denholm spoke of
the inspiration, courage and flair of his predecessors, and all of these virtues must have been
contributors.
Diversify to prosper
And quite obviously, if you look at that hazardous period when British shipping plunged into its death
spiral, which emptied out that room of UK owners, it was the diversification of J&J Denholm which surely
ensured its survival and prosperity. If you are wanting to be cruel, it was the downright blinkered view of
so many British owners that drove them over the edge. They have been woefully ignorant about the
opportunities outside their own sector and wedded to their “core businesses”, even when this core has
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been manifestly rotten. It has been easier to take the money and run, rather than to boldly move into
other areas.
It has not been the case with J&J Denholm, and you get the impression that the management has been
notably open-minded to new opportunities that could provide profit, even in less likely places. When they
saw ship ownership a disaster-zone, they scaled up their third party management, which had been an
auxiliary part of the business since 1877. When they sold out of this business to Anglo-Eastern, they
retained a share in a business that has been an important part of the company’s history.
They built up their agency work and entered industrial services, which you might think was a logical step
for people skilled in the maintenance and husbandry of ships. They became sizeable part-owners of
fishing enterprises and the process of fish selling and processing. Their route into the world of energy has
been through oilfield services. The business of logistics has been a useful development. They have
moved back to their roots with the ownership of bulkers, one recently delivered, one under construction.
You might think that there is a lesson here, perhaps even something of a formula for survival in these
febrile times. The route that Denholms has charted is by no means unique, as there are others, in the UK
and abroad, in which families, responsive management, an open mind and the pursuit of profit through
diversification have worked in their favour. A century and a half of successful operations shows that they
must surely have done something right.
by Michael Grey
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